FEATURES
(partial list)

**AMITYVILLE: THE AWAKENING**
Trailer
Dimension Films
Dir: Franck Khalfoun

**FLYPAPER**
The Safran Company
Dir: Rob Minkoff

**CATS & DOGS: THE REVENGE OF KITTY GALORE**
Warner Bros.
Dir: Brad Peyton

**THE BOX**
Trailer
Warner Bros.
Dir: Richard Kelly

**SOUTHLAND TALES**
Universal Pictures
Dir: Richard Kelly

**DADDY DAY CARE**
Revolution Studios
Dir: Steve Carr

**DONNIE DARKO**
Pandora Cinema
Dir: Richard Kelly

**ROCKETMAN**
Caravan Pictures
Dir: Stuart Gillard

**LIFE STINKS**
MGM
Dir: Mel Brooks

**ROCKY V**
MGM
Dir: John G. Avildsen

**NEXT OF KIN**
Warner Bros.
Dir: John Irvin

**BIG TOP PEE-WEE**
Paramount Pictures
Dir: Randal Kleiser

**SOMEONE TO WATCH OVER ME**
Columbia Pictures
Dir: Ridley Scott

**BLADE RUNNER (2nd Unit)**
Warner Bros.
Dir: Ridley Scott

*2006 Cannes Film Festival Nominee – Palme d’Or
**2001 Sundance Film Festival Nominee – Grand Jury Prize
***1988 ASC Nominee – Outstanding Achievement in Cinematography in Theatrical Releases

TELEVISION
(partial list)

**RAISING THE BAR (Pilot)**
TNT
Creators: Steve Bocho, David Feige
Dir: Phyllis Nagy

**MRS. HARRIS (TV Movie)**
HBO
Dir: Jeremy Kagan

**COLOR OF JUSTICE (TV Movie)**
Showtime Networks
Dir: Jeremy Kagan

**ROSWELL (TV Movie)**
Showtime Networks
Dir: Jeremy Kagan

**I’LL TAKE MANHATTAN (Mini-series)**
CBS
Dir: Douglas Hickox

**COURAGE (TV Movie)**
CBS
Dir: Jeremy Kagan

*2006 Primetime Emmy Nominee – Outstanding Cinematography for a Miniseries or Movie
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